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Galaxy

Curriculum Unit: Galaxy
Essential Question: What will future space travel be like?

ALFA Unit Planner Part I
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Texts & Titles
Fateful Journeys – The Outer Edge Series ‐ “Tragedy in the Air”
ALFA Galaxy Manual – “Up, Up and Away”
Galaxies Await – Bold Print Series – “A Weighty Subject” “Baseball on the Asteroid” and “Space Travel”
Contemporary Reader Vol. 1, # 4 – “Landing the Eagle”
Contemporary Reader Vol. 2, # 5 – “Flying: The Dream Come True”

o

Component Information

Resources

DAILY LAUNCH




Website resources to establish background
knowledge on space exploration, the space
shuttle and space tourism
Mini‐lessons on how to identify an article’s
main points and how to write a summary using
the main points

MAIN STATION (MS)
MS Intro. “Our Place in the Universe”
Galaxies Await, pages 4‐5



Tourism website resources



“Our Place in the Universe” – Galaxies Await
pages 4‐5



Introducing the Galaxy Unit



“Tragedy in the Air” Guide Sheet



“A Weighty Subject” Guide Sheet



“Baseball on the Asteroid” Guide Sheet

MS #1. “Tragedy in the Air”
Fateful Journeys, pages 4 ‐ 6
MS #2. “A Weighty Subject”
Galaxies Await, pages 9 – 10

“Baseball on the Asteroid”
Galaxies Await, pages 14 – 15
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Curriculum Unit: Galaxy
Essential Question: What will future space travel be like?
WORDOLOGY
Introduction “Our Place in the Universe”
Galaxies Await, pages 4‐6
“Tragedy in the Air”
Fateful Journeys, pages 4 ‐ 6



D



Wordology Activity # 3: Context Clues
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“Up, Up and Away”
ALFA Galaxy Manual



Wordology Activity #1: Double Duty Words
Wordology Activity #2: A Space Journal



“A Weighty Subject”
Galaxies Await, pages 9 ‐ 10

“Baseball on Asteroid”
Galaxies Await, pages 14 ‐ 15

 Wordology Activity # 5: Cartoon Captions

COMPREHENSION CONNECTION
Introduction “Our Place in the Universe”
Galaxies Await, pages 4‐6
“Tragedy in the Air”
Fateful Journeys, pages 4 ‐ 6
“Up, Up and Away”
ALFA Galaxy Manual

“Space Travel”
Galaxies Await, pages 16 ‐ 19

MEDIA MADNESS
Listening Station selections
“Landing the Eagle”
Contemporary Reader Vol. 1. No. 4, p. 26
“Flying: The Dream Come True”
Contemporary Reader Vol. 2. No. 5, p. 62



CC # 1: Writing Introductory Sentences



CC # 2: Using Suspense, a Writer’s Craft



CC # 3: Summarizing Main Points



CC # 4: Compare and Contrast



CC # 5: Learning about Space Travel

 Complete questions at the end of the

selection

 Complete questions at the end of the

selection

Webquest Activity:
Students create a brochure (See ALFA Unit Planner
Part II)
2

Wordology Activity # 4: Puns

WebQuest Activity:
A Space Tourism Brochure
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Curriculum Unit: Galaxy
Essential Question: What will future space travel be like?

ALFA Unit Planner Part II
ALFA WebQuest

D

A Space Tourism Brochure
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Final Product – Students create a
brochure promoting space tourism
after completing the following steps:

1. Browse tourism literature on the
Internet for ideas.
2. Choose a destination (a planet
or other body in space) to
promote in the brochure. Students use the Internet to learn about possible
space destinations. After choosing one, they compile facts about it.
3. Review what they have learned about space in their reading and listening
activities in the Galaxy Unit. Students visit space‐related websites to gather
more ideas. Students brainstorm a list of ideas about the space trips they will
promote in their brochures. This list includes ideas about what the tourists’ trip
through space will be like, what their space resort will be like, and what kinds of
activities they can do on vacation.
4. Students read a list of tips on how to create an effective brochure. They use
the information and ideas gathered in steps 1 – 3 to complete their brochures.
A paper brochure template is provided, but students may create an electronic
version if this software is available in the media station.

© Copyright 2014. The Johns Hopkins University. All Rights Reserved.
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Daily Launch
Galaxy

Tourism Website Resources
Text:

Galaxies Await

Text Selection:

“Our Place in the Universe”

© Copyright 2014. The Johns Hopkins University. All Rights Reserved.
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Galaxy
Curriculum Unit: Galaxy

Essen al Ques on: What will future space travel be like?

Daily Launch
Galaxy Unit Online Resources
Teachers: Use the following sites to familiarize students with tourism,
tourism brochures, the solar system and space tourism.

D

Online Tourism Brochure
www.wordtravels.com
(This site can be used to show students how a brochure can be formatted.)
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Tourism sites
www.virginia.org

www.visitmo.com

www.visitmaine.com

(These sites can be used to familiarize students with travel brochure characteristics…slogans, pictures, types
of information, etc.)
Vacation packages
www.swavacations.com

www.vacationexpress.com

(These sites will provide students with ways to advertise package deals if they select to have vacation
package offers in their brochures.)
Solar system
www.kidsastronomy.com/solar_system.htm
www.nineplanets.org

(These sites will give students information about planets that will help them complete journal activities.)

Space tourism
www.space.com/10611‐space‐adventures‐space‐station‐tourist‐trips.html
www.space.com

www.spacefuture.com

(This site is for those interested in space tourism. Students may find some interesting facts here.)

Online brochure template
www.ehow.com/how_4615721_electronic‐brochure.html

(This site will give directions for creating a brochure electronically.)
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Curriculum Unit: Galaxy

Essen al Ques on: What will future space travel be like?

Daily Launch
Daily Launch Possibilities
A. Identifying Main Points and Writing a Summary

D

Selection: “Our Place in the Universe” pages 4‐5
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Text: Galaxies Await

Note: Students will read the selection, “Our Place in the Universe” during the Main Station
introduction. The Daily Launch can be used to prepare them for reading and to summarize after
reading.

Activity 1 for Pre‐Reading – Introduce the selection, “Our Place in the Universe.” Ask/tell students:





What is the title of the selection?
What are the two main words in the title? (place, universe)
What pronoun is being used as an adjective to describe place? (our)
Examine the arrangement of the information (left to right with information given in a short
caption for each illustration).
 Make predictions about the article.
Activity 2 for After Reading – Summarize the selection, “Our Place in the Universe.” Ask/tell students:




How does the arrangement of the text help emphasize the message of the text?
Write a summary of the text. Your summary should be only 1‐3 sentences.
Be sure that your summary states the main idea of the text. (Earth is a very small part of the
universe.)
Note: Review student summaries.
B. Word Webs/Maps

Have students create word webs/maps for the following words. After viewing the
following site during the Main Station introduction, students write things that they
have learned about each word on the spokes of the web/map.
www.kidsastronomy.com/galaxys.htm
1. Spiral

8

2. Elliptical

3. Irregular
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Galaxy

Tourism Website Resources
Text:
Selection Title:

Fateful Journeys
“Tragedy in the Air”

Text:
Selection Title:

ALFA Galaxy Manual
“Up, Up and Away”

Text:
Galaxies Await
Selection Titles: “Our Place in the Universe”
“A Weighty Subject”
“Baseball on the Asteroid”
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Text: Fateful Journeys (The Outer Edge Series)

Selection Title: “Tragedy in the Air”

Pages: 4‐6

M A I N S TAT I O N
Introducing the Galaxy Unit
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Before students read the selections for this unit, prepare them for what is ahead by
helping them to understand what a galaxy actually is. Several options for introducing
them to the galactic world appear below. Use one or more of these options, or create
your own unit introduction.

1. To help students understand that the Earth is a part of the solar system, and the solar
system is part of a galaxy (a collection of stars, gas and dust), have them look at “Our
Place in the Universe” on pages 4 and 5 of Galaxies Await. Read the captions below
each illustration, and then ask the following questions:
Which is larger, a solar system or a galaxy?

To which galaxy does the earth belong?

2. Ask students to share what they know about space and galaxies.
 Ask if they have seen movies that have characters that travel through space. (Star
Wars, Battle Galactica, Star Trek, GalaxyQuest, The Jetsons, etc.)
 Have students share what they learned about space/galaxies from watching these
movies.
 Ask students if they think that man will someday travel through space as these
movie characters did…where some space ships are driven like cars through space.



3. Using the following website, introduce students to the three types of galaxies (spiral,
elliptical and irregular).
www.kidsastronomy.com/galaxys.htm

After reading the information offered on the site, ask students to identify our Milky
Way Galaxy by type. Do they think it is spiral, elliptical or irregular? Why?

© Copyright 2014. The Johns Hopkins University. All Rights Reserved.
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Galaxy

Text:
Selection Title:

Fateful Journeys
“Tragedy in the Air”

Text:
Selection Title:

ALFA Galaxy Manual
“Up, Up and Away”

Text:
Galaxies Await
Selection Titles: “A Weighty Subject”
“Baseball on the Asteroid”
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Text: Fateful Journeys (The Outer Edge series) Selection Title: “Tragedy in the Air”

Pages 4‐6

Name _____________________________________________Date _____________
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Wordology #1
Double Duty Words
Some words can do more than one job in a sentence. The word “punch” can be used as a noun
(nouns represent a person, place, or thing). It is a sweet drink that is often served at parties. Here is
a sentence using the word: Daryl drank some red fruit punch in a tall glass. But the word “punch”
can also be a verb (an action word). This sentence uses punch as a verb: The boxer began to punch
the bag over and over.
Directions: Some of the weighty words in “Tragedy in the Air” are double duty words. They are
used as nouns in the article. The sentences containing these weighty words are shown below. In
the box below each sentence, write a new sentence using that particular weighty word as a verb.
Pressure
The pressure in the tire rose. (page 5)

Flare
“It was like a big flare being dropped from the shuttle,” he said. (page 6)

Foam
A piece of foam broke loose from the outside of the shuttle. (page 6)

Risks
The astronauts had all known the risks. (page 6)

Twinkle
Everyone knew that going to space brought that old twinkle to his eye. (page 6)

© Copyright 2014. The Johns Hopkins University. All Rights Reserved.
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Galaxy

Text:
Selection Title:

Fateful Journeys
“Tragedy in the Air”

Text:
Selection Title:

ALFA Galaxy Manual
“Up, Up and Away”

Text:
Galaxies Await
Selection Titles: “Space Travel”
“A Weighty Subject”
“Baseball on the Asteroid”
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Text: Fateful Journeys (The Outer Edge Series)

Selection Title: “Tragedy in the Air”

Pages: 4‐6

Name ____________________________________________Date____________
# 1: Writing Introductory Sentences
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Directions: Write the introductory sentences of a story. Your job is to create introductory sentences
that grab the attention of the reader. You can do many things to create interesting introductory
sentences. You can use colorful adjectives to describe the characters or setting. You can use precise,
descriptive verbs to describe the actions of the characters. You may use a thesaurus to find these
words. Read the first example below.
Marcie heard a strange sound again.

Now read this rewrite of that sentence.

Cowering under her blanket, four‐year‐old Marcie waited for the eerie, screeching sound she had
heard every night this week.

Notice how the descriptive verbs and adjectives make the sentence more interesting.
Now read each introductory sentence below. Rewrite each sentence adding descriptive adjectives and
verbs to make each more interesting.
1. The weather was bad as James headed for the playground to meet friends to play basketball.

Your revision: _______________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
2. When my mom opened the front door, she noticed that the room was totally messed up.
Your revision: _________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

© Copyright 2014. The Johns Hopkins University. All Rights Reserved.
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Text: Fateful Journeys (The Outer Edge Series)

Selection Title: “Tragedy in the Air”

Pages: 4‐6

Name ___________________________________________Date _______________
# 2: Using Suspense, A Writer’s Craft
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Directions: Write the first paragraph of a story. This paragraph should be suspenseful.
Suspense is a writer’s craft. Writers use suspense to create a sense of mystery and
uncertainty which makes the reader wonder what will happen next. Questions come to
mind that need to be answered. To find the answers, the reader must continue reading.

For example, the first sentence in Stephen Crane’s short story “The Open Boat” states, “None of them
knew the color of the sky.” Why is this sentence suspenseful? What questions do you want to have
answered about this statement?

You can do many things to create suspense in the beginning of a story. You can describe a strange
setting, introduce a mysterious character, or announce a startling event. Use one of these strategies to
write a suspenseful beginning for a story. You may use one of the introductory sentences you wrote for
Activity #4 to begin your paragraph or you may write a new introductory sentence. Write your
paragraph below.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

30
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Galaxy

WebQuest Script
WebQuest Internet Articles
WebQuest Printables
Listening Station Articles
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WebQuest

Theme: Galaxy

Theme: Glaxy
Media Madness WebQuest

What will future space travel be like?

D

Galaxy Web Quest Script
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Introduction
Dennis Tito was the first space tourist. Imagine what space tourism might be like in the future. What
might the spacecraft look like? How many tourists might it carry? Where will the spacecraft go? What
services and activities might a space resort provide? When it comes to space travel, your imagination is
the limit!

Goal
You are going to create a brochure about space tourism. Pretend that your company owns a resort in
space. Your brochure will describe the resort. It should be very attractive and easy to read. You want to
convince people on Earth to sign up for one of your trips.
Tasks
You will complete the following steps to create the brochure:
1. Browse tourism literature on the Internet for ideas.
2. Choose a destination for your tourists. This will be a planet or other body in space. Use the
Internet to learn about it. List facts about the destination. You will need this information to
describe the destination in your brochure.
3. Review what you have learned about space from the articles you read in the Galaxy Unit. Visit
space‐related websites for more ideas. Use this information to brainstorm ideas about the trip
your tourists will take. You will also create a list of possible activities the tourists can try at your
resort.
4. Create the brochure using the template provided.
Step #1
The goal of this step is to learn what kinds of information you should include in tourism literature.
Another goal is to discover attractive ways of presenting the literature.
Explore the sites below and write ideas about:
 The kinds of information you want to include in your space tourism brochure
 Attractive ways you might present this information
Before you start, print Journal Entry #1.

© Copyright 2014. The Johns Hopkins University. All Rights Reserved.
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As you visit the sites, ask questions like these:
 Is there a slogan or catchy phrase?
 Are there pictures? How is color used?
 What categories of information stand out the most?
Here are sites with links to tourism brochures:
www.wordtravels.com

D
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www.arizonaguide.com/arizona‐travel‐info/arizona‐brochures‐resources

www.baltimore.org/about‐baltimore/inner‐harbor

www.visitmaryland.org/Pages/MarylandHome.aspx

The following sites display information about vacation packages:
www.swavacations.com

www.vacationexpress.com

Record what you learn about tourism sites on Journal Entry #1. Make a list of the kinds of information
presented in tourism literature. Also, write a list of ways to make this information attractive to your
audience.

40
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Step #2
The goal of this step is to choose the place that the space tourists will visit. You can choose a planet or
other heavenly body. Before you continue, print Journal Entry #2.
Visit the following sites to get ideas about places to visit in our solar system.
www.kidsastronomy.com/solar_system.htm

D

www.nineplanets.org
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Once you choose a space destination, record information about it on Journal Entry #2. You will need to
include some of this information in your brochure.

Step #3
Now that you have a destination, you need to decide what the space tourists’ trip will be
For example, you need to answer these questions about the space trip:
 What kind of spacecraft will carry the tourists through space?
 What will the tourists see along the way?
 How long will the trip take?

like.

You will also need to decide what the space tourists will do once they reach their destination. You will
need to answer questions like these:
 What will the space hotel look like? What can the tourists see from the windows of their hotel?
 What kinds of space activities will be available to tourists?
 What places can the tourists visit?
Before you continue, print Journal Entry #3, Journal Entry #4, and Journal Entry #5.
Use Journal Entry #3 to record what you have learned about space travel in the articles you have
already read in this unit. You might want to include some of this information in your brochure.

© Copyright 2014. The Johns Hopkins University. All Rights Reserved.
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Visit the following sites to get ideas about space tourism. Use Journal Entry #4 and Journal Entry #5 to
record ideas about the kind of experience you want your space tourists to have.
www.spacefuture.com
This is a website for “everyone who’d like to travel in space for themselves.”

www.virgingalactic.com
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www.howstuffworks.com/space‐tourism.htm

Step #4

You have collected all the information you need and are ready to create your brochure. Print the
Galaxy Brochure Template and Galaxy Brochure Instructions before you continue. (If you have access
to a computer with an electronic brochure template, you might want to use this instead. Also, you can
create an electronic brochure online for free at:
www.ehow.com/how_4615721_electronic‐brochure.html

Here are some tips to follow as you create your brochure:
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Decide on the main message of your brochure. Answer the question, “What do I want to
happen when my audience reads the brochure?
Grab the audience’s attention right away.
Don’t use too much text. Your audience doesn’t want to read a book!
Don’t make the brochure too cramped. Leave some empty space on the pages
Consider using a few of the twelve most powerful words in the English language:
you
money
save
new
easy
love
discovery
results
health
proven
guarantee
free
Include colors and pictures (NASA has many wonderful space pictures on the Internet).
Include a call to action. What do you want people to do when they finish reading your
brochure? If you want them to contact you, include a phone number and/or an email address.
Tell them to contact you.
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